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A nonaxisymmetric stable magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) equilibrium within a prolate cylindrical
conducting boundary has been produced experimentally. It has m ¼ 1 azimuthal symmetry, helical
distortion, and flat  profile, all in agreement with the computed magnetically relaxed minimum magnetic
energy Taylor state. Despite varied initial conditions determined by two helicity injectors on the device,
this same equilibrium consistently emerges as the final state. These results therefore describe a new
example of self-organization in an MHD plasma.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.103.215002 PACS numbers: 52.30.Cv, 52.55.Ip
Some magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) plasmas at low 
(i.e., those with magnetic forces much larger than kinetic
pressure gradients) exhibit the remarkable characteristic
that they settle to a particular stable equilibrium state
determined not by the initial conditions, but only by the
shape of the boundary (presumed to be a perfectly con-
ducting rigid wall) and some global characteristics such as
total flux or current [1,2]. These plasmas are said to exhibit
magnetic relaxation, a behavior which makes them a mem-
ber of a broader class of self-organizing physical systems
[3] which spontaneously develop large scale order, includ-
ing, for example, two-dimensional fluids which form large,
coherent vortex structures out of an initially turbulent state
disordered at all spatial scales [4].
Taylor first recognized that in order for the magnetically
relaxed state to be independent of the initial preparation of
the plasma, the dynamics must be constrained to conserve
the total magnetic helicity K ¼ R ~A  ~BdV, where the in-
tegral is taken over the total plasma volume. The inclusion
of some resistivity in the plasma is essential. The dynamics
of ideal MHD (no resistivity) conserve the helicity of any
flux tube within the plasma; with resistivity, the helicity
(twist and linkage) of flux tubes are altered by the relaxa-
tion dynamics, thus destroying the details of the initial
state. This happens much faster than the global resistive
time scale at which the total helicity K changes. Therefore,
unlike the infinite number of ideal MHD invariants asso-
ciated with the individual flux tube helicities, only the total
helicity may be regarded a good dynamical invariant. The
relaxation dynamics quickly dissipate excess magnetic
energy (assuming a  ¼ 0 plasma the only free energy is
magnetic), bringing the plasma to the preferred state char-
acterized by minimum magnetic energyW consistent with
the same total helicity K as was initially present within the
conducting boundary.
Formally, the minimization of magnetic energy with the
helicity conservation constraint requires that the magnetic
structure of a relaxed state satisfy:
~r ~B ¼  ~B (1)
or, equivalently, that 0 ~J ¼  ~B, where  is a constant
determined by the boundary conditions. This is a  ¼ 0
force-free MHD equilibrium ~J  ~B ¼ 0 which demands
that ~J is everywhere parallel to ~B. The critical distinction
for relaxed states is the spatial invariance of ; this prop-
erty directly reveals the insensitivity of the plasma to the
initial conditions. Without relaxation, the final equilibrium
obtained under ideal MHD would still be force free but not
unique as the memory of the initial state would be pre-
served in the spatial dependence of j ~Jj=j ~Bj.
Relaxation theory describes qualitatively and in some
aspects quantitatively both reversed field pinch (RFP)
plasmas [5], which have a torus shaped conducting bound-
ary, and spheromak plasmas [6–9], which are a member of
the class of compact toroidal [10] (CT) plasmas having a
topologically spherical boundary (typically realized ex-
perimentally as a closed cylinder). An early, important
validation of Taylor’s theory was the explanation of the
spontaneous reversal of the toroidal field in the RFP and
accurate calculation of its threshold. Aside from expected
deviations near the wall, it is well established that the
magnetic structures of axisymmetric equilibria for both
the RFP and spheromak agree well with the predictions
of Taylor relaxation theory. Helically distorted nonaxisym-
metric relaxed states, however, are predicted for both types
of plasmas, for values of the pinch parameter > 1:57 in
the RFP [2] and for aspect ratios L=R > 1:67 in the CT
[11,12], but have not previously been identified
experimentally.
This Letter (1) describes a stable, low  nonaxisymmet-
ric CT equilibrium produced experimentally within a pro-
late cylindrical conducting boundary with aspect ratio
L=R ¼ 3:0; (2) compares the results to the computed
Taylor state; and (3) identifies this CT as the magnetically
relaxed, or self-organized, state. Internal magnetic probe
measurements show its toroidal (azimuthal) symmetry is
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dominantly an m ¼ 1 mode and its axial structure is hel-
ically deformed, in agreement with the Taylor state struc-
ture. The measured  profile is spatially uniform, as
predicted for magnetically relaxed plasmas, and is consis-
tent with the computed value of  for the Taylor state. Two
independent helicity injectors permit the initial state of the
plasma to contain one or two spheromaks. Despite these
very different initial conditions, a CT with the character-
istics described above consistently emerges in the final
state. These results therefore provide the first identification
of a self-organized nonaxisymmetric MHD plasma.
Nonaxisymmetric CTs were produced at the
Swarthmore Spheromak Experiment (SSX) [13]. Figure 1
shows a sketch of the experiment. Pulsed power applied to
coaxial magnetized plasma guns (helicity injectors) pro-
duce fully ionized hydrogen plasma spheromaks at either
end of the device. A copper cylindrical shell (3 mm thick
wall) defines the flux conserving boundary of the plasma at
radius R ¼ 20 cm and length L ¼ 63 cm, giving an aspect
ratio of approximately 3.0 (this shell is split at the midplane
for diagnostic access, but the two halves are electrically
connected). The internal magnetic probes and quadrature
interferometry diagnostic for electron density have been
described previously [14]; in addition a fast high spectral
resolution ion Doppler spectroscopy (IDS) instrument [15]
monitors carbon (impurity) Ti and fluid velocity at the
midplane. The electron temperature was not measured for
these experiments, but vacuum ultraviolet spectroscopy of
similar SSX plasmas has recently been used to determine
Te  15 eV [16]. All of these measurements are madewith
time resolution and acquisition rate that is faster than the
MHD time scale of the plasma.
The internal magnetic structure is measured at three
planes orthogonal to the geometric axis z^: z ¼ 0:0 cm
(midplane) and z ¼ 21:6 cm. In each plane, four linear
probes are inserted radially with equal toroidal spacing; at
eight radial locations spaced at 2.5 cm intervals along the
length of each probe, the induced EMF in three orthogonal
coils is integrated to measure ~B. The placement permits the
toroidal Fourier decomposition of the magnetic structure
into the two lowest toroidal mode numbersm ¼ 0 andm ¼
1, plus a partially resolved m ¼ 2.
Figure 1(b) compares the average strength of these mode
amplitudes as two right-handed spheromaks of nearly the
same helicity merge and evolve into the nonaxisymmetric
state. Pulsed power is applied at t  0 s, and the two
expanding spheromak plasmas cross the probes at z ¼
21:6 cm by t  25 s. The axisymmetric m ¼ 0 mode
dominates for t & 50 s, when the plasma grossly resem-
0.0 21.6-21.6
+z [cm]
FIG. 1. (top) Sketch of the SSX device showing the helicity
injectors (capacitor banks switched across coaxial magnetized
electrodes), magnetic probe locations with sample data (an
identical set of six probes define another r-z plane orthogonal
to the one shown above), and the L=R ¼ 3:0 cylindrical con-
ducting boundary. (bottom) Time dependence of the average
(RMS over all 96 ~Bmeasurements) magnetic field strength of the
azimuthal Fourier modes showing the dominance of the m ¼ 1
component for t * 70 s.
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FIG. 2. Contour plots of Bz, Br, and B determined
(a) experimentally for t ¼ 88 s and (b) computed for the
Taylor relaxed state. Isosurfaces are separated by 150 G. Solid
(dotted) lines are positive (negative) values.
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bles two driven spheromaks. Transition from an axisym-
metric to nonaxisymmetric structure is evident during the
interval from t  40 s to t  70 s. The time depen-
dence of the magnetics data as well as the IDS data show
the plasma to be very dynamic prior to and especially
during the transition (usually initiated by tilting motion).
After the transition, the m ¼ 1 mode is clearly dominant
and there is remarkably little MHD activity; the nonaxi-
symmetric magnetic structure is stable and simply decays
in amplitude with a time constant of about 45 s (e–
folding time of B). Typical parameters of this quiescent
equilibrium state are B  1:0 kG, ne  4 1014=cm3,
Ti  8 eV, Te  15 eV. The plasma is therefore low  
0:1, fully magnetized (i  0:7 cm R, L), and well
described by MHD.
Figure 2(a) presents the detailed magnetic structure of
the nonaxisymmetric equilibrium in each of the three
circular cross sections defined by the set of probes at z ¼
0:0, 21:6 cm measured at t ¼ 88 s. The azimuthal
Fourier decomposition obtained from the probe data is
used to obtain ~B for all r;  needed for the contours shown
in Fig. 2. To do this, the partially resolved m ¼ 2 is
ignored; this is justified by the small strength of the m ¼
2 mode shown in Fig. 1(b).
The Taylor state structure for L=R ¼ 3:0 computed us-
ing the analysis described in Refs. [11,12] is shown in
Fig. 2(b). Briefly, the representation ~B ¼ z^ ~rc þ
1= ~r ðz^ ~rc Þ makes Eq. (1) a Helmholtz equation
r2c þ 2c ¼ 0. The value of  and the complex coef-
ficients an in the separation of variables expansion
c ¼ X
n¼1
anJmðk0rÞ sinkzeim þ a0rmeizeim; (2)
where k ¼ n=L and k0 ¼ ð2  k2Þ1=2, are determined by
applying the boundary condition Brðr ¼ RÞ ¼ 0. This is
effectively an eigenmode problem. In general, there is a
discrete spectrum of eigenvalues  which are determined
only by the shape of the boundary for CT plasmas. Since
Taylor’s constrained minimization procedure requires
W ¼ ð=2ÞK for CT plasmas, the eigenmode with the
smallest  corresponds to the minimum energy relaxed
state. For aspect ratios L=R & 1:67, the smallest eigen-
value corresponds to an axisymmetric (m ¼ 0) eigenmode;
these are the Bessel function (spheromak) solutions. For
L=R * 1:67 the eigenmode withm ¼ 1 toroidal symmetry
has the smallest eigenvalue. The relaxed state for a prolate
CT is therefore predicted to be nonaxisymmetric with pure
m ¼ 1 toroidal symmetry.
Detailed agreement of the experiment and the calculated
Taylor state structure is quite good. The only free parame-
ter in the computation is the total helicity, which was
adjusted to give the best visual agreement with the experi-
mental data. An additional global azimuthal rotation is
necessary in principle, but this angle is evidently small;
the CT tends to align itself along a pair of magnetic probes
at the midplane. The dominant m ¼ 1 mode in the mea-
sured structure bears out the prediction of a pure m ¼ 1
azimuthal symmetry of the Taylor state. The positive
(solid) and negative (dotted) contours for all components
clearly show sign inversion for any two points (r, ) and (r,
þ ), as required for an ei dependence.
A helical distortion is plainly evident in the structure of
this CT. Previous work [17] did not recognize the helical
deformation and described the structure to be that of a
spheromak tilted on its side. Moving along z successively
through each plane of data, the contours in Fig. 2 rotate by
about , giving a normalized axial wave number kR  1:6
which is consistent with the k spectrum in Eq. (2). The
positive and negative lobes of Bz in Fig. 2 can be inter-
preted as opposite sides of a single closed loop of flux that
twists on itself, or, more simply, a tilted and twisted
spheromak. This structure is effectively the Taylor ‘‘double
helix’’ solution for the cylindrical RFP approximation with
no axial flux, which has two opposing, infinite length flux
bundles twisted with a pure kR  1:23 pitch (i.e., eikzþi
dependence), with finite length effects.
The remarkably good agreement between the measured
and computed equilibrium is a strong indicator that this
plasma is magnetically relaxed. This may be tested further
by examining the  profile which is predicted to be spa-
tially uniform for a relaxed plasmas. Presuming force-free
conditions (  0), the local value of  may be computed
using the z component of 0 ~J ¼  ~B expressed in cylin-
drical coordinates so that
 ¼ 1
Bz

1
r
@
@r
ðrBÞ þ 1r
@Br
@

: (3)
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FIG. 3. Measurements of  following
relaxation from the two-spheromak ini-
tial state (a),(b) and from the single
spheromak initial state (c),(d). The radial
profiles of  (a),(c) are consistent with
the Taylor state value (dotted line at  ¼
17:7 m1). The radial average of  (ex-
cluding the two values at smallest r)
stays very near the Taylor state value
throughout the decay of the nonaxisym-
metric self-organized state (b),(d).
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The m ¼ 1 mode  dependence in the data can be ex-
ploited to evaluate the  derivative.
Figure 3(a) shows the  profile determined by applying
Eq. (3) to the measured midplane (z ¼ 0) magnetic struc-
ture of Fig. 2(a). The profile is reasonably flat, as antici-
pated by relaxation theory. Furthermore, the experimental
value of  is found to be in excellent agreement with the
predicted value  ¼ 17:7 m1 (lower dotted line). For
comparison, the m ¼ 0 spheromak Bessel function eigen-
mode for L=R ¼ 3:0 has  ¼ 19:9 m1; it is therefore not
the minimum energy state for this aspect ratio, nor is it
compatible with the m ¼ 1 structure of the observed re-
laxed state. The nextm ¼ 1 eigenmode has  ¼ 22:0 m1,
which is clearly inconsistent with the observed  profile
(upper dotted line).
The time dependence of the radially averaged value of 
is shown in Fig. 3(b). Only after the plasma begins to settle
to the helical relaxed state with its pure m ¼ 1 toroidal
symmetry (t * 70 s) does Eq. (3) give a good determi-
nation of . The value of  is then extremely steady,
although Fig. 1(b) shows the plasma decays substantially
by t  150 s. The helicity and magnetic energy must
therefore be decaying at the same rate.
Note that the confinement of this CT may be unexpect-
edly good despite its nonaxisymmetric structure. The life-
time of this CT from Fig. 1(b) is as good or better than the
lifetime of axisymmetric plasmas produced at SSX; in
addition, there is no indication of relaxation oscillations
in Figs. 3(b) and 3(d).
Finally, when only one of the pulsed power banks is
discharged, the initial plasma contains a single spheromak
which also quickly succumbs to the tilting instability and
evolves to the same helically distorted relaxed state de-
scribed above. Figures 3(c) and 3(d) show the results for
the  profile and time dependence to be substantially
identical to those for Figs. 3(a) and 3(b). All of the preced-
ing analysis applied to single spheromak experiments
yields equally good comparisons to the computed Taylor
state as for the two-spheromak initial state experiments.
The detailed magnetic structure measurements are omitted
for brevity.
In general, instabilities drive a self-organizing physical
system to a preferred (i.e., self-organized) state which is
independent of the initial system configuration except for
global parameters. The helically distorted, nonaxisymmet-
ric stable CT plasma described above may be regarded as a
self-organized, or magnetically relaxed, state since it
emerges as the dynamical end point of tilt instabilities
for either the one- or two-spheromak initial plasmas. The
excellent agreement with the predicted Taylor state sug-
gests the total helicity is the important global parameter
constraining the self-organization processes, although
there is no evidence of the magnetic turbulence postulated
by Taylor’s theory for rapid access to the relaxed state.
Furthermore, self-organized states generally are structured
at the longest scale lengths of the system. The two-
spheromak initial configuration clearly has a scale length
determined by half the system size, while the nonaxisym-
metric CT has relaxed within the full length of the cylinder.
To the extent that the  for the one- and two-spheromak
initial configurations are at least those of the Bessel func-
tion spheromak values  ¼ 19:9 m1 and  ¼ 21:8 m1,
respectively, the plasma is evolving in both cases to de-
crease  to the value  ¼ 17:7 m1 of the nonaxisymmet-
ric CT; i.e., toward a magnetic structure with larger
characteristic spatial scale length.
To summarize, this Letter provides the first experimental
description of the magnetic self-organization of a nonax-
isymmetric CT plasma. For both one- and two-spheromak
initial conditions, the plasma spontaneously evolves to the
same helically distorted stable MHD equilibrium withm ¼
1 symmetry. The flat  profile shows that this CT is
magnetically relaxed. Good agreement with the Taylor
state suggests robust invariance of the total helicity. The
structure can be described as the Taylor ‘‘double helix’’
with finite length effects, or as a tilted and twisted
spheromak.
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